
Deluxe Overbed Table

ModelNo.PB3037

DEALER: These instructions MUST be given to the user of this product

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

NOTE: Check ALL parb fc shipping damage. ffshipping danage is not€{ DO NOT r¡so. Conbct
Carrier/Dealer for firther inshrction

Srf€ûy Sunnrry

To ensurc the safe andpr,oper install¡tiotr ofthe delrxe overbedüble, thæe insürrctions MUST be followed:

AWARNING

. DO NOT use this product or any available optional equipment wÍthout first completely
understanding these instructions and any additional instructional material provided
with this product. If you are unable to understand the warnings, cautions or instructions,
contact a healthcare professional, dealer or technical personnel before attempting to use this
equipment - otherwise injury or damage may occur.

. DO NOT use substitute parts if components are damaged or missing. Contact your dealer
immediately.

o Adjustable overbed tables have a powerftrl internal spring. Exercise exteme caution when working
near the spring.

. DO regularly check frame screws to ensure they are tight.
o DO regularly check to ensure castors roll freely and locks work properþ.
. The deluxe overbed table (model no. P83037) has a weight limitation of 25 lbs.
. After any adjustments, repair or service and prior to use, be sure all attaching component

parts are secure.

AACCESSORIES WARNING
Probasics products are specifically designed and manufactured for use in connjunction
with Probasics accessories. Accessories designed by other manufacturers have not been
tested by Probasics and are not recoÍrmended for use with Probasics products.

X'or more information regarding Probasics products, please visit
www.pmiusa.biz



Deluxe Overbed Table

Model No.PB3037

Overbed Table Assembly

WARNING:DO NOT remove the shipping screw until overbed table assembly is complete.

1. Position column upside down and insert release
lever. (The release rod inside the column should
be visible in the lower portion of the column. If not,
shake the column).

2. The curved side of the release lever should
be closest to the top of the table and between the
release rod and the column.

3.
4.

Put table top upside down on a flat surface.
Hold release lever in column and locate into top
bracket- --align holes-- -install bolts, first through top
bracket, column and release lever, then second
through top bracket and column. Tighten locknuts.

Install a bolt through the bolt plate and column---
hand tighten---repeat for other side.
Put overbed table on its side to ease pressure
on the bolts---align column and base and tighten
both bolts.

Remove the shipping screw from the column and replace
with Phillips screw provided.
The Overbed Table can now be adjusted to the desired
height.

9. To RAISE the table top, place your hand undemeath
the table top and move it upward to the desired

height. Remove hand pressure to set height.
Tighten the adjustment knob to secure the height of table.

10. To LOWER the table top loosen the adjustment knob,lift
the release lever and push the table top downward to the

desired height, Let go of the release lever to set height.
And re-tighten the adjustment knob.

(The column locks in place when the release lever is released.)
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